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Pattern
Tested



Materials
Yardages based on 42” wide fabric

2/3 Yard Framed Scenes (F0045-1)

1½ Yard - Large Hearts on White 

(F0048-3)

¼ Yard - Flowing Floral/Lt. Pink (F0050-3)

1 Yard - Red Stripe (F0047-1)

3/4 Yard - Red Floral (F0051-1) (includes 

binding)

1/3 Yard - Pink Floral (F0051-3)

¼ Yard - Red Plaid (F0046-2)

1½ Yards backing of your choice

Cut the Fabrics
WOF = Width of Fabric 
LOF = Length of Fabric

From the Framed Scenes fussy cut:
8 – 4½" x 6½" rectangles

From the Large Hearts on White cut:
4 – 6½" x 32½" WOF strips

From the Flowing Floral/Lt. Pink cut:
7 – 3½" x 4½" rectangles
28 – 1½" squares 

From the Red Stripe cut:
2 – 1½" x 30½" LOF strips
2 – 1½" x 20½" LOF strips

From the Red Floral cut:
16 – 1½” x 6½” rectangles
14 – 2½" squares
28 – 1½" squares
4 – 2½" x WOF (binding) 

From the Pink Floral cut:
14 – 1½" x 4½" rectangles
1 – 4½" x WOF 
 
From the Red Plaid cut:
2 – 1½" x WOF 

Prior to starting this project, please check our web site for any updates to this pattern: www.clothworkstextiles.com 

 Directions
Framed Scenes Blocks Finished size: 6½" square

Sew a 1½" x 6½" Red Floral rectangle to the top and bottom of a 4½" x 6½" Scenes rectangle and 1. 

press toward the Scenes.

Repeat step one with the remaining Red Floral rectangles and Scene rectangles for a total of eight 2. 

Framed Scenes Blocks.

Heart Blocks Finished size: 6½" square

Create a strip set by sewing a 1½" x WOF Red Plaid strip 1. 

to each side of a 4½" x WOF Pink Floral strip. Press toward 

the Pink Floral. Cut this strip set into fourteen 1½" strip 

sets. Diagram 1.

Referring to the diagram, place a 2½" Red Floral 2. 

square on the corner of a 3½" x 4½" Flowing 

Floral/Lt. Pink rectangle and sew across it 

diagonally. Trim the corner to within ¼" of the 

seam and press out. Repeat this step on the other 

corner to create the bottom of the heart. Repeat 

to make a total of seven. Diagram 2.

Place a 1½" Flowing Floral/Lt. Pink square on top of a 1½" Red Floral 3. 

Square and sew across it diagonally. Trim the corner to within ¼" of 

the seam and press out. Repeat for a total of twenty-eight half triangle 

squares. Diagram 3.

Sew four half triangle squares completed in 4. 

step 3 together as shown to complete the heart 

top. Diagram 4.

Sew the heart top completed in step 4 to the top of the heart bottom completed in step 2 and 5. 

press toward the heart bottom. Repeat for a total of seven hearts.

Sew a 1½" x 4½" Pink Floral rectangle to each side of the heart completed in step 5 and press 6. 

toward the Pink Floral. Repeat on the remaining hearts.

Sew a strip set completed in step 1 to the top and bottom of a heart block from step 6 and press. 7. 

Repeat on the remaining heart blocks.

Putting it Together and Borders

Referring to the color diagram, sew the Framed Scenes and Heart Blocks together to form rows. 1. 

Press toward the Scenes Blocks. Then sew the rows together to complete the quilt center.

Sew the 1½" x 30½" Red Stripe strips to the sides of the quilt center and press. Sew the remaining 2. 

two Red Stripe strips to the top and bottom and press.

Sew a 6½" x 32½" Large Hearts on White strip to each side of the quilt and press. Sew the 3. 

remaining two Large Hearts on White strips to the top and bottom and press.

Layer the quilt top, batting and backing together and quilt as desired. 4. 

While every attempt has been made to give accurate measurements, yardage requirements, and construction 
directions, this does not allow for personal variations in measuring, cutting and/or sewing. Clothworks is not 
responsible for printing errors.
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